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Horse Books: the Ultimate Horse Book for Kids
Presents information and stories about horses, including breed portraits,
photographs, and vital statistics, and covering early horses, native ponies, working
horses, horses on show, and sport horses.

Horse Photography
This one-of-a-kind book of horse posters and flash cards is packed with stunning
images and essential information. Two dozen posters of all-time favorite breeds
like Arabian, Shetland Pony, and Lipizzan show off the beauty of these majestic
creatures, and kids can show them off, too: these pull-out pages are ready to hang
on a bedroom wall, with two additional 12 x 30 posters that capture horses’
grandeur. Finally, each of the 24 punch-out flash cards include a pocketsize photo
and fun facts. With both magnificent, ready-to-hang images and portable breed
profiles, this unique package offers total immersion for horse-loving kids.

Horses
Thirty handsome illustrations capture the legendary grace and beauty of the horse
and are ready to come alive with your colors. Captions.

Rough Magic
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For family members and loved ones with Alzheimer's disease, dementia,
Parkinson's or recovering from a stroke, finding activities that still work well for
them can sometimes be a challenge. While reading may have once been a favorite
pastime, it may be more difficult for someone with Alzheimer's. That's why picture
books are a great option. With vivid imagery and a limited word count or no words,
a person with memory loss may find these styles of books more user-friendly and
engaging Beautiful Horses picture book is a great activity for someone with
moderate to severe cognitive impairment, a short attention span, or limited
communication skills. It has spectacular full-page, full-color, stimulating colorful
animal photos Seniors can look at as many or as few pictures as they want, in any
order. The big, bright pictures could spark happy memories or help them connect
with the world through these familiar objects. These books have gotten many
positive reviews from memory care professionals, doctors, and family caregivers.
Fun for family, visitors, and care staff to enjoy with the elderly Beautiful Horses can
be used anywhere and by anyone. Families, hired caregivers, and staff at assisted
living facilities can share this book with the older adults they care for. It is
especially good for visitors who don't know how to relate to someone with
dementia. It's a relaxing activity they can enjoy together. FEATURES Bond together
Connect with a loved one by setting a positive mood A fun, relaxing, calm and
Quiet activity, especially for afternoon and evening hours Comforting The colorful
pictures of nature are therapeutic thereby reducing anxiety There is No mention on
or inside this book of dementia, memory loss, or anything that could cause stress
or embarrassment NoText Included only in this book are beautiful scenic pictures
Easy to hold This book is Lightweight, with soft cover in 6x9 inches and 40 pages,
easy to tuck into a bag. High Quality The quality of this book's cover and its interior
design are beautiful with high colored images How to get the most out of this
picture book Be patient - linger on the pages Look for facial responses: eyes
widened, smiles, thoughtfulness Listen for responses: laughter, any sound, a
comment If they linger or smile at particular image, use that as a cue to ask a
simple question like: What do you see? What thoughts does this picture give you?
What feelings does this picture give you? Tell me a story about the picture For
More fun Activities for Seniors that make wonderful gifts, Click on author name
"Fruma zelig" underneath the book title for our full catalogue.

Wild for Horses
Horses: Amazing Pictures & Fun Facts on Animals in Nature

Kids Books
A must-have for every animal-loving child, this is the cutest introduction to
everything kids want to know about horses and ponies. Do you dream about riding
a horse and want to really get to know them? Would you like to learn how to look
after a horse, what kit to use, or enter the world of equestrian sports? Discover the
secrets of gorgeous horses and ponies in this fun, lively book. Packed with colorful
photos, fur-tastic facts, and bite-sized information, The Everything Book of Horses
and Ponies takes you into their fascinating world. Find out about favorite breeds
from Shire horse to Shetland pony. Learn about horses and ponies from around the
globe, and be amazed by their beautiful colorings and patterns. Young equine
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enthusiasts will be champing at the bit to read this wonderful treasury of horses
and ponies.

Box Set Children's Books: Horse Pictures & Horse Facts - Panda
Book For Kids & Weird Panda Tales + Funny Cat Joke Book For
Kids
Traces the story of a champion equine jumper and the Dutch farmer who rescued
him from the slaughterhouse, recounting how the farmer discovered Snowman's
jumping talents and trained him to compete against the world's thoroughbreds.

Box Set Children's Books: Horse Pictures & Horse Facts - Sea
Turtle Picture Book For Kids & Sea Turtle Facts - Intriguing &
Interesting Fun Animal Facts
Turn & Learn presents: The Horse Fact and Picture Book The Horse Fact & Picture
Book will allow your child to learn more about this world we live in, with a fun and
exciting approach that will trigger their imagination. We're raising our children in
an era where attention spans are continuously decreasing. Turn & Learn provides a
fun, and interactive way of keep your children engaged and looking forward to
learn, with beautiful pictures, coupled with the amazing, fun facts. Get your kids
learning today! Pick up your copy of Turn & Learn's HORSE Fact and Picture book
now!

Beautiful Horses
Horses Love to Run is the fourth book in the Animals Love To series by J. Bruce
Jones. In this fun children's picture book we get to see some beautiful, powerful
and amazing horses. My children's picture book is filled with pictures of horses in
all kinds of settings. Each page has a beautiful picture of a horse that is engaging
with the nature and the reader. The horses are upclose and beautiful. This book is
great for story telling and sharing with your favorite horse lover. The horses and
colts are running, hanging with their moms, getting brushed and cleaned, eating
apples, playing in the water, running across the praire, getting big hugs, running
free, . 36 pages of fun and cute pictures. Colts love to feel frisky Mothers love their
foals Horses love to be brushed Horses love to play in the water Old friends best
buddies Horses love to run like the wind Horses love getting a hug Colts love to
race with mom Horses love to eat apples Foals love to take naps Horses love to eat
hay Colts love playing in the paddock Horses love to eat in the morning Fillies love
to nuzzle Horses love getting kisses Horses love getting new shoes Horses love
running with their friends Horses love getting a drink of water Horses love to run
on the beach Horses love feeling strong Colts love running in the grass Horses love
a new winter coat Horses love being out in the morning mist Horses love a cool
drink of water Horses love showing off a new saddle Horses love nuzzling with a
friend Horses love coming home to their stall Horses love a morning run Foals love
standing on new legs Horses love feeling the morning air Horses love to run free
Horses love to run in the open Moms love to wake up their foals Please see my
other Animals Love To Kindle Children's Books Cats Love to Play Dogs Love to Play
Cat and Dog Buddies Elephants Love Their Families
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Horses: Photos and Fun Facts for Kids
This book contains a collection of 24 illustrations showing horses in a variety of
scenes in the wild and in countryside settings. The designs of various difficulty
levels that will captivate and excite both adult and young colorists. BONUS : The
book includes also a section with all the images duplicate in a smaller version to
allow you to test the colors and techniques before proceeding to work on the larger
images.The images are printed on the fronts of pages only, so you don't need to
worry about bleed-through if you choose to use markers.

Horse Picture Book - Magnificent Horses
Fritz, a pony excluded from the group of beautiful horses within the walled city,
becomes a hero when he rescues the children of the city. "Brett has created
magnificent paintings that glorify her simple but engaging story".--Publishers
Weekly. Full-color illustrations.

Horses
Do you want to be amazed by Horse pictures? Let's see color photos of Horses! You
and your child will find pictures of Horses in short simplified text for children
learning to read or those who like picture books. Horses: Photos and Fun Facts for
Kids. It is Book 3 of the Kids Learn with Pictures Series. This book is around a clear
concept: see pictures and learn more about Horses. Be sure to read the other
books in the Kids Learn With Pictures Series.

The Amazing World of Horses
ONE OF USA TODAY'S “20 SUMMER BOOKS YOU WON'T WANT TO MISS” In the
bestselling tradition of works by such authors as Susan Orlean and Mary Roach, a
New York Times reporter and Pulitzer Prize finalist explores why so many
people—including herself—are obsessed with horses. It may surprise you to learn
that there are over seven million horses in America—even more than when they
were the only means of transportation—and nearly two million horse owners.
Acclaimed journalist and avid equestrian Sarah Maslin Nir is one of them; she
began riding horses when she was just two years old and hasn’t stopped since.
Horse Crazy is a fascinating, funny, and moving love letter to these graceful
animals and the people who—like her—are obsessed with them. It is also a comingof-age story of Nir growing up an outsider within the world’s most elite inner
circles, and finding her true north in horses. Nir takes readers into the lesserknown corners of the riding world and profiles some of its most captivating figures.
We meet Monty Roberts, the California trainer whose prowess earned him the
nickname “the man who listens to horses,” and his pet deer; George and Ann Blair,
who at their riding academy on a tiny island in Manhattan’s Harlem River seek to
resurrect the erased legacy of the African American cowboy; and Francesca Kelly,
whose love for an Indian nobleman shaped her life’s mission: to protect an
endangered Indian breed of horse and bring them to America. Woven into these
compelling character studies, Nir shares her own moving personal narrative. She
details her father’s harrowing tale of surviving the Holocaust, and describes an
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enchanted but deeply lonely upbringing in Manhattan, where horses became her
family. She found them even in the middle of the city, in a stable disguised in an
old townhouse and in Central Park, when she chased down truants as an auxiliary
mounted patrol officer. And she speaks candidly of how horses have helped her
overcome heartbreak and loss. Infused with heart and wit, and with each chapter
named after a horse Nir has loved, Horse Crazy is an unforgettable blend of
beautifully written memoir and first-rate reporting.

Snakes: Amazing Pictures & Fun Facts - Frogs & Snakes In
Nature
This 2 In 1 Box Set Compilation includes Kate Cruise's & Timmie Guzzmann's
intriguing & interesting horse fact book for kids and beautiful sea turtle discover
book. The compilation includes: Book 1: Panda Discovery Book Book 2: Horse
Discovery Book Book 1: Inside the horse discovery book your child will learn about
things like: * Evolution Of Horses Until Today * Home Of Horses * Senses Of Horses
* Behavior Of Horses * Cute Horse Babies * Beautiful Golden Horses * Most Rare
Horse Breeds In The World * Horses Relation With Donkeys lots more Book 2:
Inside you'll find interesting, intriguing, funny & weird sea turtle moments like: *
What Is The History Behind The Origin Of Sea Turtles? * What Are The Various
Species? * How Do Sea Turtles Reproduce? How Do Sea Turtle Babies Look Like? *
Are Sea Turtles Carnivore, Herbivore, Or Omnivore? What Do The Sea Turtles Eat?
* Are Sea Turtles Social? * Some Revelations, Truths & Other Curious Stuff About
Sea Turtles * Can Sea Turtles Be Kept As Pet? * Important Sea Turtle Resources
and lots more

Horses
This book takes the myth and magic out of complementary medicine and presents
us with a simple, straightforward formula for helping ourselves to better health. For
far too long, the alternative to drug-based medicine was to take another medicine
labelled 'natural' or 'alternative'. Usually rather expensive and provided without
the confidence installed by the backing of a practitioner. Now the gap between the
two has been bridged by this straightforward down-to earth advice on integrating
natural remedies into our day-to-day living via the Spice Shelf. This little fountain
of knowledge, liberally illustrated with delightful live drawings by the author, and
containing as it does such a wealth of invaluable information ranging from the
treatments of acne to wounds, the making of cookies to combat the effects of junk
food. Several different cost effective and pleasant ways of relieving that bane of
society - stress etc. It should be on the spice shelf of every home in the country
(that is when it is not being pored over, laughed with and thoroughly enjoyed by its
readers). Containing as it does something to help people in every age range, it can
be given as a very useful present to suit all occasions and I am sure will prove to
be a real treasure to its readers for years to come.

Horses
The Best Horse Picture Collection You Can Get Horses are truly one of the most
stunning and captivating animals on the planet, known for the regal appearance
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and demeanor, irresistibly beautiful and alluring. And this beautiful book captures
that amazing essence that makes these creatures so unique. Showcasing a
gorgeous selection of these majestic creatures with the backdrop of magnificent
natural landscapes, showing these beautiful horses walking, galloping, with their
young, in breath-taking close up, and every angle in betweenit will make you feel
like you are right there with these amazing animals. Get It Now This is the best
Horse Picture Book you can get, so get it now and take a little bit of the beauty and
power of these extraordinary creatures with you wherever you go

Horses - Fun and Fascinating Facts and Pictures About Horses
Inside the frog and toad discovery book your child will learn about things like: *
What Is The History Of Frogs? * What Are The Differences Between Frogs & Toads *
Where Are Frogs Found All Over The World? * Why Do Frogs Have Moist Skin &
Why Do They Shed Their Skin? * Which Are The Most Poisonous Frogs On Earth? *
The Weirdest Looking Toads & Frogs * The Absolute Most Bizarre & Weirdest Frogs
On Earth * Do All Frogs Sound The Same? * Some Ultimate Answers To The
Question Why Do Frogs Rock? * Interesting, Curious & Intriguing Facts About Frogs
more You will find some interesting revelations & secrets you probably never heard
about frogs. Some myths and truths, and other curious stuff about frogs that
children just find cool and groovy to know are also included. For example, did you
know that there is a type of poison dart frog that is called the blue jeans frog? In
captivity, many of us frog species and toads, can live for surprisingly very long
times. The average is somewhere between four and fifteen years! and more Does
your child love gracious & beautiful snakes? Inside the frog and toad discovery
book your child will learn about things like: * Ancient Snake Origins * Where Do
Snakes Hang Out? * The Secrets Of A Snake's Skin * Do Snakes Have A 6th Sense?
* What Is A Snake's Defense Tactic? * Can Snakes Fly & Other Snake Specialities *
16 Amazing Non-Venomous Snakes * Most Beautiful Snakes On Earth * Snakes As
Pets * Interesting, Curious & Intriguing Facts About Snakes * Myths & Truths About
Snakes much more Did you know that in captivity, many of the snake species can
live for surprisingly very long times. The average is somewhere between 18-20
years! Parents & home-schoolers alike are reporting unprecedented results from
using these types of discovery books as learning materials & educators are
reporting great results even with children who usually hate reading books & have
learning blocks.

Horse Crazy
Horses: Fun Facts and Amazing Photos of Animals in Nature

Horses
A horse of nineteenth century England tells his life story from his early home
through many masters and experiences, both good and bad.

Horses: 101 Super Fun Facts and Amazing Pictures (Featuring
The World's Top 18 Horse Breeds With Coloring Pages)
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Kids Books: Amazing Pictures & Fun Facts on Animals in Nature about Horses for
Kids

National Geographic Readers: Gallop! 100 Fun Facts about
Horses
Captivate children with this wonderful book of Horses from Janet Evans featuring
18 of the world'top horse breeds. Complete with fun facts, amazing pictures and
coloring pages for children to enjoy. Children will learn all about this magnificent
animal, its temperament and the various breeds from around the world.

Under Dogs
Does your child love horses? Kate Cruise's Discovery Book Series is what your child
& you as a parent are both going to love if you love horses. Inside the horse
discovery book your child will learn about things like: * Evolution Of Horses Until
Today * Home Of Horses * Senses Of Horses * Behavior Of Horses * Cute Horse
Babies * Beautiful Golden Horses * Most Rare Horse Breeds In The World * Horses
Relation With Donkeys * Horses & Humans * Horse Riding & Tricks * Caring For
Your Horse * The Most Amazing, Curious & Intriguing Facts About Horses and other
surprises that you did not know about horses This book will take your child through
a journey of fun facts, amazing discoveries, curious and intriguing stories about
horses, and beautiful & amazing pictures of horses. You will find some interesting
revelations and secrets you probably never heard about horses. Some myths and
truths, and other curious stuff about horses that children just find cool and groovy
to know are also included. Did you know that no two horses are identical! Inside
you will find out the most amazing stuff about horses that there is to know about!
As a mother of 3 young children and with the experience as an elementary
teacher, science researcher, writer and publisher of many publications for kids,
Kate Cruise has learned to listen & to interact with kids. It is a book series inspired
by kids and for kids! Kids learn about new and interesting facts so that a
combination of both the curious and the new materials and facts together with the
visual aspect of the pictures. Children are entertained with the coolness factor of
the discovery book plus they learn some new and a little bit harder to retain facts
simultaneously with the cool stuff and this is how the child is going to retain all of
the information.

Horses
Horse Books for Kids Do your kids love Horses? In The Ultimate Horse Book for
Kids, best-selling non-fiction author Jenny Kellett gives you only the best horse and
pony facts that kids will love. With over 100 incredible facts, gorgeous hi-res
photos and a fun BONUS horse word search available in the print version, children
will be completely immersed and fascinated by the exciting world of everyone's
favorite hooved friend in this interactive horse book for kids. Horses are some of
the most magnificent creatures on Earth, and a favorite with kids and adults alike!
Learn amazing horse facts before taking the horse quiz to test your knowledge.
Horse Facts Sample Did you know? Horses teeth take up more space in their heads
than their brains do. It's impossible for horses to burp or vomit. In a group of
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horses, the dominant female always takes the lead -- not the male. You'll find these
facts and many more in this illustrated horse book for kids. With 20+ stunning
horse and pony pictures, even early readers will enjoy The Ultimate Horse Book for
Kids-- as well as adults! Perfect for teaching children to read, while letting them
learn about the fascinating world of horses and ponies --The Ultimate Horse Book
for Kids is ideal for long car journeys and bedtime reading. Scroll up and click Buy
Now and help your child become a Horse expert in no time!

The Horse Fact and Picture Book
Horse lovers will be delighted with this stunning collection of 31 detailed
illustrations of these magnificent animals. Each detailed picture features a different
breed, including palomino, Rocky Mountain, mustang, trotter, and more, all posed
against beautiful backgrounds of natural scenery. Pages are perforated and printed
on one side only for easy removal and display. Specially designed for experienced
colorists, Great Horses and other Creative Haven® adult coloring books offer an
escape to a world of inspiration and artistic fulfillment. Each title is also an
effective and fun-filled way to relax and reduce stress.

Horses
In the vein of bestsellers like Underwater Dogs and Shake, Under Dogs is a
heartwarming and unique look at man's best friend. Photographer Andrius Burba's
striking images of dogs taken from below are by turns surprising and
hilarious—providing readers with a little-seen view of the pets we love.

Horses
This lush book of photography represents National Geographic's Photo Ark, a major
cross-platform initiative and lifelong project by photographer Joel Sartore to make
portraits of the world's animals-especially those that are endangered. His powerful
message, conveyed with humor, compassion, and art- to know these animals is to
save them.Sartore intends to photograph every animal in captivity in the world. He
is circling the globe, visiting zoos and wildlife rescue centers to create studio
portraits of 12,000 species, with an emphasis on those facing extinction. He has
photographed more than 6,000 already and now, thanks to a multi-year
partnership with National Geographic, he may reach his goal. This book showcases
his animal portraits- from tiny to mammoth, from the Florida grasshopper sparrow
to the greater one-horned rhinoceros. Paired with the eloquent prose of veteran
wildlife writer Douglas Chadwick, this book presents a thought-provoking argument
for saving all the species of our planet.

The Everything Book of Horses and Ponies
Horses: Amazing Pictures & Fun Facts about Horses for Children

Horses, Pandas, Frogs: Amazing Pictures & Facts On Wild
Animals
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Why photograph horses? Because, in the words of author Carol Walker, they "fill
our hearts", and capturing them on film or in digital images expresses that
relationship. We want to catch and hold -- and show -- their spirit, their tremendous
joy in living, their unique personalities, and of course, their incomparable beauty.
And we want the quality of our images to honour our glorious subjects.
Photographing horses presents a double challenge, the first being the technical
aspects -- the lenses, the setting, the light and speed, and how all those relate to
the subject. The second element is more elusive; it is horse knowledge -- the
educated ability to see how a horse moves, sense its moods, and understand its
psychology as a prey animal. This book presents the tools to master both
technique and subject matter. More than that, the book will stir your creativity and
inspire you to spend more time focusing on these animals you admire. Carol
Walker has travelled the world photographing animals for almost 30 years, and
since 2000 has concentrated on horses, including the object of her greatest
passion, America's wild horses. Carol's stunning images illuminate the relationship
between horses and their people, as well as showcase the beauty of horses at
liberty. She teaches equine photography workshops for amateurs, and her
commercial work includes fine art, magazine covers, and calendars. Her first book,
"Wild Hoofbeats: America's Vanishing Wild Horses" is in its second printing and has
won numerous awards for the quality of images and evocative writing. This book
will be the reference of choice for any photographer aspiring to do justice to that
most appealing of animals, the horse.

Beautiful Horses - Coloring Book for Adults
Horses - Fun and Fascinating Facts and Pictures About Horses

Fritz and the Beautiful Horses
This 3 In 1 Box Set Compilation includes Kate Cruise's & Timmie Guzzmann's
intriguing & interesting panda & horse fact book for kids plus the LOL Dr. Seuss
style cat jerk rhyming poem book with hilarious rhyming verses for kids. The
compilation includes: Book 1: Panda Discovery Book Book 2: Horse Discovery Book
Book 3: Cat Jerk Book Book 1: Inside the horse discovery book your child will learn
about things like: * Evolution Of Horses Until Today * Home Of Horses * Senses Of
Horses * Behavior Of Horses * Cute Horse Babies * Beautiful Golden Horses * Most
Rare Horse Breeds In The World * Horses Relation With Donkeys lots more Book 2:
Inside you'll find interesting, intriguing, funny & weird panda moments like: * A
History Of Lovable Panda Bears * Where Do Pandas Hide And Where Do We Find
Them? * Sniff sniffand other Panda Senses * How Do Pandas Communicate? *
Panda Moves & Panda Defense * Panda Baby Boom * How Do Pandas Spend Their
Day? * Up For Some Panda Playtime? * Pandas & Bamboos * Pandas & Us Humans
* Interesting, Curious & Intriguing Facts About Pandas and lots more Book 3: Inside
you'll find LOL funny, weird & jerky cat moments like: * Stinky Pink * Fighting Laws
Are Not For Jerks * The Mean Latrine * Kitty Litter & Dusty Glitter * Scooping &
Pooping * Evil Green Eyes * The Hypnotizing & Traumatizing Cat's Ball Of Fur *
Turns Out Jerkier Than You Might Think and lots more

Farm Animals for Kids: Amazing Pictures and Fun Fact Children
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Book (Discover Animals Series)
"Taking off on a horse into the Mongolian Steppe sounds like the bracing inverse to
an overpopulated, busy urban life, but having the skills and grit to pull it off is
another thing entirely. . . . Lara Prior–Palmer attempted the Mongol Derby not
really knowing what she was getting into; she ended it knowing much more about
herself, and a race champion besides." ―Estelle Tang, Elle At the age of nineteen,
Lara Prior–Palmer discovered a website devoted to “the world’s longest, toughest
horse race”―an annual competition of endurance and skill that involves dozens of
riders racing a series of twenty–five wild ponies across 1,000 kilometers of
Mongolian grassland. On a whim, she decided to enter the race. As she boarded a
plane to East Asia, she was utterly unprepared for what awaited her. Riders often
spend years preparing to compete in the Mongol Derby, a course that re–creates
the horse messenger system developed by Genghis Khan. Many fail to finish.
Prior–Palmer had no formal training. She was driven by her own restlessness,
stubbornness, and a lifelong love of horses. She raced for ten days through
extreme heat and terrifying storms, catching a few hours of sleep where she could
at the homes of nomadic families. Battling bouts of illness and dehydration,
exhaustion and bruising falls, she decided she had nothing to lose. Each dawn she
rode out again on a fresh horse, scrambling up mountains, swimming through
rivers, crossing woodlands and wetlands, arid dunes and open steppe, as American
television crews chased her in their jeeps. Told with terrific suspense and style, in a
voice full of poetry and soul, Rough Magic captures the extraordinary story of one
young woman who forged ahead, against all odds, to become the first female
winner of this breathtaking race. "Think the next Educated or Wild. Palmer’s
memoir of beating the odds to become a horse champion is an inspiring saga of
perseverance—and a classic underdog tale." —Entertainment Weekly

Wonderful World of Horses Coloring Book
Bestselling children's author Kay de Silva presents "Horses." The book uses
captivating illustrations, and carefully chosen words to teach children about 'man's
trusted friend'. This series is known for its beautiful full-color images. The
description in large text is simple enough for young readers or for a parent to
guide a child through. There are also picture captions that provide more
information to talk about with your child. Alternatively, a child of any age (even the
child in you) can just look at the images and appreciate their beauty. This book
depicts the wonder of the world of horses in all its glory. Children are given a wellrounded understanding of these beautiful mammals: their anatomy, feeding habits,
and behavior. The following horses are featured: * The swift Arabian Horse * The
gentle Draft Horse * The graceful Feral Horse * The strong Norwegian Fjord Horse *
The cheeky Shetland Pony * The spirited Thoroughbred * The endangered Wild
Horse Get this book at this special price. *** Your child will love it - this is
guaranteed.***

Horse Book For Kids Age 6-9: Discover Horseback Riding For
Kids, Horse Care For Kids, Horse Type, Horse Pictures For Kids
& Other Amazing Horse Facts Horse Discovery Book - Volume
2)
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A Coloring Book Treasure - Updated and Revised This adult coloring book has
become a favorite among colorists who not only adore the equine world but
appreciate gorgeous patterns that wrap around and add more accentuated beauty
to these noble animals. Horses are amazing creatures and this adult colouring book
allows you to create beautiful works of art with unlimited imagination. This coloring
book for grown ups and children contains a collection of 43 professionally hand
drawn pages that will not only take off stress from your daily life, but give you the
ability to express your personal creativity. Each coloring page in this book is a work
of art that you can color and frame. This animal coloring book is also a great choice
for animal lovers. This is one of few coloring books that surpasses quality and
those who enjoy detail will be excited to start coloring right away. Because of the
wonderful feedback, We have created volume 2, "The Magical World of Horses".
These 2 volumes will give you hours of enjoyable coloring. Get free shipping and
click the "Buy Now" button.

Black Beauty
Natural Remedies with Herbs and Spices
This 3 In 1 Box Set Compilation includes Kate Cruise's & Timmie Guzzmann's
intriguing & interesting frog & panda fact book for kids and beautiful horse
discovery book. The compilation includes: Book 1: Panda Discovery Book Book 2:
Horse Discovery Book Book 3: Frog & Toad Discovery Book Book 1: Inside the horse
discovery book your child will learn about things like: * Evolution Of Horses Until
Today * Home Of Horses * Senses Of Horses * Behavior Of Horses * Cute Horse
Babies * Beautiful Golden Horses * Most Rare Horse Breeds In The World * Horses
Relation With Donkeys lots more Book 2: Inside you'll find interesting, intriguing,
funny & weird panda moments like: * A History Of Lovable Panda Bears * Where Do
Pandas Hide And Where Do We Find Them? * Sniff sniffand other Panda Senses *
How Do Pandas Communicate? * Panda Moves & Panda Defense * Panda Baby
Boom * How Do Pandas Spend Their Day? * Up For Some Panda Playtime? * Pandas
& Bamboos * Pandas & Us Humans * Interesting, Curious & Intriguing Facts About
Pandas Book 3: Inside you'll find interesting, intriguing, funny & weird frog & toad
moments like: * What Is The History Of Frogs? * What Are The Differences Between
Frogs & Toads * Where Are Frogs Found All Over The World? * Why Do Frogs Have
Moist Skin & Why Do They Shed Their Skin? * Which Are The Most Poisonous Frogs
On Earth? * The Weirdest Looking Toads & Frogs * The Absolute Most Bizarre &
Weirdest Frogs On Earth * Do All Frogs Sound The Same? * Some Ultimate Answers
To The Question Why Do Frogs Rock? * Interesting, Curious & Intriguing Facts
About Frogs and lots more

Horses Love to Run
The Eighty-dollar Champion
"Information about horses for children learning to read"-Page 11/13

Access Free Horses Amazing Pictures And Fun Horse Facts For Kids And
Parents
The Photo Ark
Pictures books are the best way to teach your children on nature. In this case, this
picture book with introduce your child to farm animals. This book uses simple
words to describe various farm animals and at the same time uses cartoons to
illustrate the lessons. If you are looking for a fun fact children's book that your kid
will enjoy and learn at the same time, this is the book for your kid. Add this book to
cart and you can start your kid in his or her journey of discovering farm animals.

Horses
Horses: Amazing Photos and Fun Facts about Horses

Creative Haven Great Horses Coloring Book
Horses: Fun Facts and Amazing Pictures about Horses
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